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Abstract1

This specification contains the definitions of the Message Header elements required in an ebXML2
Message. The purpose of the header elements is to contain the additional information required to enable3
electronic documents to be transported between two services. The key consideration when developing4
this specification was to provide data elements that enable software that is aware of this specification to:5

• route messages to service handlers (these can be applications) that can process the message6
payload7

• easily identify the content of the Message header and payload(s) within the message8

• report errors found and understand errors received in the Message Header9

• provide acknowledgements that messages have been received and placed in persistent storage10

• provide reliable, at most once, delivery of a message.11

Note that the reliable delivery of messages is described in a separate specification (under development).12

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD13
NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described14
in [RFC 2119].15
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Status of this Document16

This specification is the first publicly available version of the ebXML Message Header. The header17
elements that have been identified represent those that are considered by the members of the ebXML18
Transport, Routing and Packaging Working group, to be the minimum required that provide the19
functionality outlined in the abstract. They meet subset of the requirements described in the ebXML20
Overview and Requirements document [1].21

One of the objectives of ebXML Transport, Routing and Packaging is to develop specifications that22
"enable existing 'messaging' solutions to 'bridge' to the ebXML solution".23

Therefore later versions of this specification will contain additional or modified elements required to meet24
this need.25

This version of the specification is not a standard of any kind. Developers and implementers must not rely26
on this specification and it  should be used for prototype use only.27
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1 Introduction1

This specification provides definitions of the content of Message Header elements for use within2
ebXML message handling.3

Message Headers are contained within an outer Message Envelope. The structure and format of4
the Message Envelope is defined separately [2].5

Definitions of words and terms that are used with ebXML Transport Routing and Packaging are6
contained in section 5. When these terms are used within the specification they are usually7
highlighted in italics. <EdNote>Iin later versions of this specification this section will be removed8
and replaced by a reference to an ebXML wide glossary of terms.</EdNote>9

1.1 Message Headers10

A Message Header is an XML construct that contains the additional data that needs to be11
associated with the documents in a message so that they can be delivered to and successfully12
processed by a Party.13

1.2 Relationship to other ebXML Transport, Routing, and Packaging14
specifications15

This specification will be one of a set of related specifications that will be delivered in phases.16
These specifications will cover:17

• ebXML Messaging Overview - describes the relationship between the various ebXML18
specifications described below and how they are used in a compliant way with each other19
(under development)20

• ebXML Message Header Specification - this specification21

• ebXML Message Envelope Specification - how to wrap header's and bodies in a MIME22
wrapper [2]. This will be extended in the future to describe how to wrap headers and bodies23
in an XML envelope, although the XML Envelope may be developed as a separate24
specification. The specification also covers:25

− ebXML Messaging over HTTP - how to send ebXML Messages using HTTP or HTTPS26

− ebXML Messaging over SMTP - how to send ebXML Messages using SMTP27

− supplements for other protocols will be contained in separate documents28

• ebXML Reliable Messaging Specification - how to achieve robust reliable once-only29
delivery of message in a vendor neutral, transport independent way (under development)30

• ebXML Messaging Security and Signature Specification - this will cover (under31
development):32

− how to use S/MIME with ebXML Messages33

− how to use PGP with ebXML Messages34
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− how to use IETF/W3C XML Digital Signatures with ebXML Messages35

• ebXML Common Processes contains specifications of commonly used processes that are36
applicable to many situations (under development):37

− ebXML Message Set Status Inquiry Specification - how to inquire on the current status of38
a message set39

− ebXML Service Availability Specification - how to determine if a Service is up and running40

− ebXML Messaging Discovery Specification - how to determine the parameters associated41
with a Service from the ebXML Messaging perspective.42

− ebXML Publish & Subscribe Specification - how to do Publish and Subscribe securely43
using any of the above44

• ebXML Messaging Audit Trail Specification - how to use ebXML to create audit trails of45
the messages exchanged during a message set (under development).46

1.3 Specification Structure47

The remainder of this specification contains:48

• Message Structure - A description of the structure of the message header and the data49
items contained within them50

• Header Levels - An introduction to the concept of using the data items in the message51
header in different ways and combinations depending on the nature of the problem which this52
specification is being used to solve53

• Template Document Exchanges - An introduction to the different sequences in which54
messages of different Message Types are exchanged55

• Definitions - Descriptions of the terms used within this and other ebXML Transport Routing56
and Packaging Specifications.57

• Schemas, DTD Definitions and Examples - XML Schema and DTD definitions for the58
message headers described within this specification. <EdNote>This does not yet59
exist.</EdNote>60

• References - References to other documents and specifications that are related to this61
specification62

• Acknowledgements - References to the other people and organizations that have63
contributed to this specification64

• Authors' Address - How to contact the main authors of this specification65
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2 Message Structure66

The structure of a message is illustrated by the diagram below. Change picture to add Message67
Manifest68
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69

A Message Consists of:70

• an outer Transport Envelope, such as HTTP or SMTP, that wraps,71

• a transport independent Message Envelope [2] that contains the two main parts of the72
Message itself by wrapping:73

− a Header with one or more header parts inside, (the subject of this specification), and74

− a Payload that contains the document(s) associated with the message.75

The Header is a single XML document with a number of Header Parts within it where each76
Header Part is a separate XML element. In general, separate header parts are used where:77

• different software is likely to be used to generate that header part,78

• the structure of the header part might vary independently of the other header parts, or79

• the data contained in the header part may need to be digitally signed separately from the80
other header parts.81

2.1 Header Parts82

Using this principle, the following main header parts have been identified:83

• a Message Manifest contains a list of references to he other parts of the Message. This84
includes references to:85
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− the Header Parts inside the Header,86

− the Message Payload Parts.87

• a Message Header header part, that contains the additional data that needs to be associated88
with the Documents in a Message so that they can be sent to and successfully processed by89
a Party. This data is typically set by the application that determines that a message needs to90
be sent. The data remains the same no matter what method or protocol is used to transport91
the message92

• an Error Message header part that contains information about errors contained in an earlier93
message. <EdNote>It is not clear whether this should be: a) in the Message Header or in the94
Message Payload, or b) be used just to highlight errors in the Message Header, or errors in95
any XML document.</EdNote>96

<EdNote>Additional Header Parts will probably be included in later versions of this specification.97
They might include, for example:98

• a digital signature based on the W3C XML Digital Signature standard99

• a secure timestamp100

• message routing information </EdNote>101

The Message Header and Message Manifest header parts are the only header parts that are102
present in every Message. Any additional header parts are optional.103

2.1.1 Why Separate Header Parts104

The following provides explanations as to why these header parts have been defined separately.105

Message Manifest is held separately since the software that assembles the message from its106
constituent parts is likely to be separate from the software that creates the other parts107

Message Header is held separately since the information it contains will frequently be specified108
by the business (or other) application that is generating the message. It is also held separately109
header part so that it may be digitally signed and its signature preserved, no matter where the110
message is routed or sent..111

Descriptions of each Header Part and their element content follow.112

2.2 Message Header, Header Part113

The following is an overview of each of the elements in a ebXML Message Header.114

Message Header Element Outline Description115

1) Message Header Version. Contains the version of the header. This will follow whatever116
ebXML standard for versioning is adopted117

2) Message Type (enumerated list) Contains the type of the message. See separate documentation for118
details. Valid values are:119
• Normal120
• Acknowledgement121
• Error122
The Message Type is used to let ebXML aware software provide123
reliable messaging on behalf of an application124

3) Service Type Identifies the business service interface that should act on the125
payload in the message. It is a string.126
Service Types shall be unique within the domain in which they are127
being used. URN's may be considered suitable for this purpose.128
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<EdNote> Need to coordinate with the Business Process Group to129
align with naming and semantics of their business model.130
</EdNote>131

4) Intent Intent specifies the reason or intention for sending a message.132
Intent shall be unique within a Service Type. It is a string.133
<EdNote> Need to coordinate with the Business Process Group to134
align with naming and semantics of their business model.135
</EdNote>136

5) Message Set Data Message Set Data contains information that describes a set of137
related Messages. All the data in this element is identical in all the138
messages in a Message Set. If a digital signature on a message139
signs the Message Set Data and some other data on the message,140
it is possible to prove that messages are related. In this way an141
audit trail of the messages in a Message Set can be provided.142

a) Message Set Id This is a globally unique identifier for the Message Set. It is a string.143
<EdNote> Guidelines on how to specify globally unique identifiers144
will be provided.</EdNote>145

6) Message Data Message Data contains information that describes an individual146
Message.147

a) Message Identifier This is a globally unique identifier for an individual Message. It is a148
string. <EdNote> Guidelines on how to specify globally unique149
identifiers will be provided.</EdNote>150

b) Message Creation Timestamp  This is the time that the Message Header was created. It shall151
conform to ISO 8601.152

c) Ref To Message Identifier If a message is created as the result of processing a previous153
message, then Ref To Message Identifier contains the Message154
Identifier of the message that was processed.  Otherwise, the value155
is set to “Not Applicable”.156

7) Transport Service Level Agreement Id Identifies the transport level Service Level  Agreement to157
be used when sending and receiving this message. Defaults to an158
ebXML standard Service Level Agreement for a Transport Protocol.159
It is a string.160

8) From Identifies the Party  sending  the message.161
a) Party Id The identifier of the sending Party.162

i) Address Context The context used to resolve the sending Party Address. It is an163
optional string. It is omitted if Address, on it's own is globally164
unique.165

ii) Address The address of the sending Party. It is a string. <ED NOTE> Need166
to describe how address and address context are used in an167
explanatory note in the data dictionary. </ED NOTE>168

9) To Identifies  the Party receiving the message.169
a) Party Id The identifier of the receiving Party.170

i) Address Context  The context used to resolve the receiving Party Address (Also see171
From)172

ii) Address The address of the receiving Party.  (Also see From)173
10) Reliable Messaging Info174

a) Guaranteed Delivery Indicates the degree of reliability of delivery. Valid values:175
• Unspecified (default)176
• AtMostOnce177
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2.3 Message Manifest178

This shall be the first header part in the ebXML Header.  It identifies the various header parts and179
payloads contained in the ebXML message envelope. The purpose of the Message Manifest is to180
make it easier to directly extract a particular document (or part of a document) associated with the181
Message.182

Message Header Element Outline Description183

1) Message Manifest This contains pointers to:184
• the other header parts that are present in the Message Header185
• payload(s) contained within the Payload part of the message,186

or187
• URLs to data associated with the message that are held188

elsewhere189
a) Document Reference Contains a reference to a part of a message. This value shall occur190

one or more times.191
i) Document Identifier An identifier for document. It is a string.192

If the referenced document is within the Message then the193
Document Identifier shall be unique within the Message Id. It may194
also be globally unique.195

ii) Document Label A textual description of the header part or payload referenced by196
the Document Identifier. It is an optional string. The purpose of the197
Document Label is to assist in the locating a document that is used198
for a particular purpose.199

2.4 Message Type Dependent Header Parts200

Depending on the Message Type, different header parts may be present in the Header in addition201
to the header parts described in section 2.1.202

In this version of the specification the only Message Type Dependent Header Parts are the Error203
Message Header Part  that must be present if the Message Type is set to Error. It indicates one204
or more errors in a Message205

2.4.1 Error Header Part206

Contains descriptions of and references to one or more locations in a message where errors have207
been detected.208

<EdNote> To be completed. The structure of the Error Header part and the error codes that apply209
is to be specified. There is also an open issue over whether the header part should be in the210
Header, or in the Payload and whether it describes errors just in the header or errors in the211
Payload as well. </EdNote>212

3 Header Levels213

<EdNote> This specification contains the minimum data elements required. It is likely that, in214
order to implement the full requirements [1], additional data elements will need to be specified.215
There has been an open issue within the group over whether to specify a number of specific216
levels to describe the particular typical problems that the specification is designed to handle or217
whether to just make all elements optional.</EdNote>218
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4 Template Document Exchanges219

The part of the specification describes valid sequences for exchanging messages. It consists of220
two parts:221

• a section that describes the various Message Types (see the description of the Message222
Header), and223

• a section that describes how those message types may be used together in Template224
Document Exchanges to support different types of interactions.225

4.1 Message Types226

This section provides an overview of how Message Type can be used. The main benefit of having227
a Message Type in the header is that it allows the ebXML transport to check that the messages of228
an appropriate type have been returned within the expected timeframes. For example if a Normal229
Message is sent with Guaranteed Delivery in the header indicating that At Most Once delivery is230
required, then an Acknowledgement message should be sent in return. If an Acknowledgement231
Message is not returned within the required timescale then the ebXML transport can detect this232
and attempt recovery by, for example, resending the original message. <EdNote> More details on233
how to do reliable message delivery will be specified in a separate specification </EdNote>234

4.1.1 What is a Message Type235

A Message Type contains information that can be used by the recipient of a message to236
determine how it should be handled and therefore what types of messages should be sent in237
return.238

A message may be one of the following types:239

• Normal Message240

• Acknowledgement Message241

• Error Message242

Each of these is described below in more detail.243
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4.1.1.1 Normal Message244

Normal Messages are sent to request that another party or server carry out a service or process245
of some kind. In more detail the messages that may result from processing a Normal Message246
are indicated in the diagram below.247

ebXML Aware Software Layer Application Layer

Normal
Message

Save
Message

Acknowledgement

Check
Message
Headers

OK

XML Schema
or DTD

Error (Header)

Check
Payload

OK

Error (Payload)

Process
Message

OKCheck
Message
Structure

Message Checked OK

Required Message

Optional Message

May generate
another Normal

Message in return.

248

Examples of Normal Messages include:249

• requesting the processing of a new purchase order250

• providing a purchase order response251

• requesting that a previous purchase order is changed252

• requesting a refund of a payment as a result of a problem253

• requesting the review of a legal document254

• the results of a review of a legal document255

• requesting information on the services a business provides.256

4.1.1.2 Acknowledgement Message257

An Acknowledgement Message may be sent as a response to any Message (apart from an258
Acknowledgement Message) to indicate that a Message has been received.259

It's recommended that Acknowledgement Messages are only sent after the message that is being260
acknowledged has been saved in some kind of persistent storage as Acknowledgement261
Messages can be used, for example, by the sender of a message as evidence that the original262
message was received.263

On the other hand, if an Acknowledgement Message is not received within the expected time,264
then it indicates that something has probably gone wrong somewhere and the sender can choose265
to try and recover by, for example, re-sending the original message.266

Acknowledgement Messages are also useful if a service that is being requested takes a long time267
to run. Acknowledgements Messages are never sent in response to another Acknowledgement268
Message as otherwise an infinite exchange of messages could occur.269
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More details on the message that may be generated as a result of processing an270
Acknowledgement Message are indicated by the diagram below.271
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4.1.1.3 Error Message273

An Error Message is a Message that reports on a problem in an earlier Message that prevents274
the earlier Message from being processed in a normal way. Examples of an Error Message275
include:276

• an Error Message reporting that an XML document was invalid or did not conform to its XML277
schema278

• an Error Message reporting a Transient Error that the Server processing a Message is busy279
and therefore the original Message should be resent at a later point in time280

• an Error Message that reports on an error in the underlying transport protocol.281

Error Messages contain an Error Message Header Part that indicates the nature of the error that282
has been found.283

More details on the message that may be generated as a result of processing an Error Message284
are indicated by the diagram below.285
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It is possible that an Error may be found in an Error Message which, in turn, also contains errors.287
This can result in an infinite loop. To avoid this, Error Messages are not sent, for errors found in288
Error Messages that are reporting errors in another earlier Error Message.289

5 Definitions290

<EdNote>This section contains mildly updated versions of the definitions contained in the TP&R291
Overview and Requirements document. Some items are defined here that are not used within the292
version of the Message Header Specification but are likely to be required in later versions of the293
specification. It is also likely that, in later versions of this specification, this section will be294
removed and replaced by reference to an ebXML wide Glossary of terms.</EdNote>295

The following are a list of definitions of the terms associated with the transport of messages over296
the Internet.297

It is split into two sections:298

• Documents, Parties, Messages and Document Exchanges, and299

• Services and Message Sets300

Words or phrases that are defined elsewhere are highlighted in italics.301

5.1 Documents, Parties, Messages and Document Exchanges302

5.1.1 Overview303

This section describes how Parties, such as buyers and suppliers, customers and merchants, can304
transmit Documents contained in Messages in order to request execution of Services.305

All the Documents and other data in a Message are contained within an outermost Message306
Envelope.307

A Message can optionally include Digital Signatures so that:308

• the identity of the Party sending the Message can be authenticated309

• any changes to the message and the documents they contain can be detected.310

Services are requested by sending one or more Documents in a Request Message to a Party311
who then:312

• processes the Request Message by carrying out a Service and313

• optionally generates a Response Message to indicate the result.314

At a minimum a Document Exchange consists of a Request Message and an optional Response315
Message although there might be additional Exchange Messages between the Request Message316
and the Response Message.317

Error Messages are used to report permanent or transient problems or errors in a Message.318

More detail is provided below.319

5.1.2 A Document320

A Document is any data that can be represented in a digital form.321
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Examples of Documents include:322

• a set of XML Elements323

• an XML Document324

• an HTML Document325

• a word processing file326

• an Adobe Acrobat PDF file327

• a binary file328

• part of larger document.329

5.1.3 Party330

A Party is a company, organization or individual or other entity that can generate, receive or relay331
Documents. Parties are identifies by a Party Address.332

Examples of a Party include:333

• a Merchant334

• a Customer335

• a Lawyer336

• a Bank337

• a government department or agency338

• an intermediary or agent339

• a software agent340

A Party is also used to refer to systems or servers that are carrying out Services or processes on341
behalf of a Party.342

5.1.4 Party Address343

The address of a party is in two parts:344

• an optional Address Context, and345

• the Address itself.346

In combination, Address Context and Address must be globally unique.347

The Address Context specifies the domain of the address, or the authority that allocated the348
Address to the Party. It is optional since the Address, on its own, may be globally unique.349
Examples of Address Context include:350

• Duns - indicating the Address is a Dun & Bradsteet (DUNS) allocated number351

• Telephone - indicate that the Address is an international Telephone number352

Address identifies the individual Party within the Address Context. Examples of Address include:353

• the Actual Duns number of the party354

• a telephone number355

• a URN - since URNs are globally unique, no Address Context is needed.356
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5.1.5 Message357

A Message is data that is sent from one Party to another.358

All the data in a Message is contained within a Message Envelope.359

A Message consists of a Message Header and a Message Body360

Examples of a Message include:361

• a Purchase Order that is sent by a buyer to a supplier362

• an Invoice that is sent by the supplier back to the buyer363

• a request to make a payment of $50 sent to a Credit Card acquirer364

• the authorization received from a Credit Card acquirer as a result of making a payment365

• Status indicating the success or failure of a Service366

5.1.6 Message Header367

A Message Header is an XML construct that contains the additional data that needs to be368
associated with the Documents in a message so that they can be sent to and successfully369
processed by a Party.370

5.1.7 Message Manifest371

The Message Manifest contains references to the other documents, apart from the Message372
Routing Information document, that are contained within the same Message Envelope.373

The purpose of the Message Manifest is to facilitate locating and validating that all required374
Documents contained within the Message Envelope are present.375

Examples of the types of documents that might be referenced by a Message Manifest include:376

• a Purchase Order377

• a Purchase Order and a picture of the requested goods378

• a Purchase Order and a digital signature379

5.1.8 Message Routing Information380

Message Routing Information contains data that indicates the path that should be or was taken by381
a Message in reaching its ultimate destination.382

5.1.9 Digital Signature383

A Digital Signature is a cryptographic signature over1 data contained in a Message, or elsewhere384
that are addressable via [URI]s, that permits the authenticity of the signer of the data to be385
determined, and helps detect if the data in the Message has changed.386

                                                  
1 A digital signature represents a string of binary digits of arbitrary length created by using a
cryptographic key known only to the party sending a message. The string is composed of an
encrypted digest of some or all of the data in the message or in another location addressable by a
URI.  It is accompanied by some method (such as a digital certificate)of identifying to the party
receiving the  message, what key can be used to validate the digest against the original data.
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5.1.10 Message Envelope387

A Message Envelope is the outermost container for a Message. It can be such things as:388

• an XML Document, or389

• a multi-part MIME message390

5.1.11 Message Types391

Messages may be of several different types. These are described below.392

5.1.11.1 One-Way Message393

A One-Way Message is a Message sent from one party to another. The receiving Party MAY only394
respond back to the From Party with either a Message Acknowledgement and, if there is an error,395
an Error Message.396

5.1.11.2 Request Message397

A Request Message is a Message sent from one Party to a another Party's Service with the intent398
that the other Party act upon the data in the Request Message by carrying out the Service.399

The results of processing the Request Message MUST be included in a Response Message that400
is sent back to the sender of the previous Message.401

5.1.11.3 Acknowledgement Message402

An Acknowledgement Message may sent as a response to any Message (apart from an403
Acknowledgement Message) to indicate that the Message has been received2.404

5.1.11.4 Checked OK Message405

A Checked OK Message may be sent in response to a Request Message to indicate that the406
content of the Request Message has been validated and no errors were found. A Checked OK407
Message MUST be sent after any Acknowledgement Message that was sent.408

5.1.11.5 Response Message409

A Response Message is a Message that is generated by the Service that received a Request410
Message. It is produced as a result of carrying out the requested Service. It is the last Message in411
a Document Exchange unless the Response Message contains errors.412

Response Messages are sent back to the sender of the Request Message.413

5.1.11.6 Exchange Message414

An Exchange Message is a Message that is sent between one Party and another after the415
sending of the initial Request Message and before the sending of the final Response Message.416

Examples of Exchange Messages include:417

• intermediate messages that are part of a Payment Protocol418

• a counter offer to an offer made as part of a negotiation.419

                                                  
2 It is recommended that messages are saved in some type of persistent storage before they are
acknowledged.
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5.1.11.7 Error Message420

An Error Message is a Message that reports on a problem in an earlier Message that prevents421
the earlier Message from being processed in a normal way.422

Examples of an Error Message include:423

• an Error Message reporting that an XML document was invalid or did not conform to its XML424
schema425

• an Error Message reporting a Transient Error that the Server processing a Message is busy426
and therefore the original Message should be resent at a later point in time427

• an Error Message that reports on an error in the underlying transport protocol.428

5.1.12 Document Exchange429

A Document Exchange is a generic term for either a:430

• a One-Way Document Exchange,431

• a Simple Document Exchange, or432

• a Multiple Round Trip Document Exchange.433

5.1.12.1 One-Way Document Exchange434

A One-Way Document Exchange consist of:435

• a One-Way Message sent from one Party to a second Party, followed by436

• an optional Acknowledgement Message sent by the second party back to the first party,437
followed by438

• an optional Error Message if an error was detected in the One-Way Message439

Examples of a One-Way Document Exchange include:440

• a supplier sending catalog updates to their buyers441

• a supplier offering goods for sale by auction442

5.1.12.2 Simple Document Exchange443

A Simple Document Exchange consists of:444

• a Request Message sent from one Party to a second Party, followed by445

• an optional Acknowledgement Message sent by the second party back to the first party,446
followed by447

− an optional Error Message if an error was detected in the Request Message, or448

− an optional Checked OK Message, if no errors were detected that is sent by the second449
party back to the first party followed by450

• a Response Message that is returned as a result of processing the Request Message.451

Examples of instances of a Simple Document Exchange include:452

• a Purchase Order sent by a buyer to a seller and the acknowledgement from the seller of its453
receipt454

• a Purchase Order sent by a buyer to a seller and the Invoice that is sent back as a result of455
fulfilling the order456
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• sending a document for review by a lawyer followed by the legal opinion that is sent back as457
a result458

5.1.12.3 Multiple Round Trip Document Exchange459

A Multiple Round Trip Document Exchange consists of:460

• a Request Message sent from one Party to a second Party, followed by461

• a series of Exchange Messages that are exchanged between the two Parties until finally462

• the either the first or the second Party generates and sends a Response Message back to463
the other Party.464

Examples of Multiple Round Trip Document Exchanges include:465

• the exchange of messages required to make a payment using payment method protocols466
such as [SET] or [Mondex]467

• the exchange of messages required to negotiate an agreement on terms and conditions.468

5.2 Services and Message Sets469

5.2.1 Overview470

A Service is a process that can be carried out by a Party. It is implemented by either a Document471
Exchange or a set of Sub-Services. Each Sub-Service is a Service in its own right. So, at the472
lowest level, all Services are implemented in terms of a Document Exchange.473

The dependencies between the Sub-Services in a Service are described in a Service474
Choreography.475

An instance of the execution of a Service is called a Message Set.476

More detail is provided below.477

5.2.2 Service478

A Service is a process that can be carried out by a Party as a result of receiving a Request479
Message or One-Way Message that requests the execution of that Service.480

A Service can consist of either:481

• a Document Exchange, or482

• a set of Sub-Services483

Examples of a Service include:484

• a Purchasing Service that enables a customer to purchase goods on-line485

• an Order Processing Service that processes an Order and generates a response as a result486

• a Payment Service that accepts a payment and provides a receipt487

• a Fulfillment Service that fulfills an order at the request of a Merchant.488

5.2.3 Sub-Service489

A Sub-Service is a Service that is executed at the request of and as part of another Service.490
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Examples of Sub-Services include:491

• a payment service that occurs as part of a purchase492

• a tax calculation service that calculates the tax due as part of an order processing service.493

5.2.4 Service Choreography494

A Service Choreography is a description of the dependencies that control the sequence and495
choices that determine which Sub-Services are executed when carrying out a Transaction.496

The Sub-Services in a Service will have dependencies between them. Dependencies can be:497

• Serial. One Sub-Service must start only after the completion of another Sub-Service498

• Alternative. One Sub-Service may be executed as an alternative to another499

• Iterative Loop. A Sub-Service may be repeated a variable number of times500

• Conditional. The execution of a Sub-Service is conditional on the state of another Service.501
This may be used in conjunction with Serial, Alternative and Iterative Loop dependencies.502

• Parallel. A Sub-Service may execute in parallel with another Service503

• Concurrent. A Sub-Service must execute at the same time as another Sub-Service.504

An example of a simple Sub-Service Choreography is a Purchase Service that consists of three505
Sub-Services:506

• an Offer Service that conveys an Offer for sale of goods. This Sub-Service has no507
dependencies and therefore starts first508

• a Payment Service that carries out the Payment which has a Serial dependency on the Offer509
Service510

• a Delivery Service that delivers the Digital Goods, that has a Serial Dependency on the511
Payment Service512

5.2.5 Application513

An Application is software that may implement a Service by processing one or more of the514
Messages in the Document Exchanges associated with the Service.515

5.2.6 Transaction516

A Transaction is an instance of the execution of a Service3.517

                                                  
3 There are several different meanings that have been associated with transactions:

• "ACID" transactions. A term that is used to describe the properties of a transaction in terms
of:

− Atomicity. A transaction's changes to the state are atomic: either all actions happen or
none happen.

− Consistency. A transaction is a correct transformation of the state. The actions taken as
a whole do not violate any of the integrity constraints associated with the state. This
requires that the transaction be a correct program.
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Examples of a Transaction include:518

• a Purchase Transaction that buys a Company Report for $20. It consists of three Sub-Service519
instances:520

• an Offer Service instance to buy the Company Report for $20521

• a Payment Service instance that accepts a Payment for $20 using a credit card, and finally522

• a Delivery Service instance that delivers the Company Report as an HTML web page.523

• a Buying Service that consists of the following Sub-Services:524

− three Price Negotiation Service instances that negotiate the price of a Photocopier525

− a Purchase Order Service instance that places the order for the Photocopier.526

6 Schemas, DTD Definitions and Examples527

<EdNote>Note we will only define this section once the structure of the header parts are finalized528
(or nearly finalized) <EdNote>529

6.1 XML Header DTD530

<EdNote> Will contain an XML DTD version of the Header Parts whose structure is defined in this531
document</EdNote>532

6.2 XML Header Schema Definition533

<EdNote> Will contain an XSDL Schema version of the Header Parts whose structure is defined534
in this document</EdNote>535

                                                                                                                                                      

− Isolation. Even though transactions execute concurrently, it appears to each transaction
T, that others executed either before or after T, but not both. In other words, each
transaction is isolated from any others.

− Durability. Once a transaction completes successfully (commits), its changes to the state
survive failures.

• "EDI" transactions - "The information included in a transaction set is, for the most part, the
same as the information in a conventionally printed document. A transaction set is the data
that is exchanged in order to convey meaning between parties engaged in EDI

• "Conversational" transactions -  A conversation is a sequence of related Messages between
two parties separated in time. A complete "unit of business" for example, the negotiation of a
purchase, placement, confirmation, payment and delivery of goods, may be represented as
multiple transactions in a longer running conversation." From DISA publication titled
"Introduction to EDI", (ASC X12S/94-190)

• "Read-only" transactions - a transaction that consists of a document exchange where the
information is obtained from a service without changing the state of the service
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